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Hello Team PGMG,

Well it has been a very busy couple of weeks, and none of us would have predicted the activity in May and 
June when we were in lockdown in April 2020.  It is with caution though we view the economic outlook 
for NSW and Australia.  Globally the impact of COVID19 remains extensive, and we are part of a global 
economy.  Locally we still have some significant ‘safeguards’ which are keeping the economy moving, to 
name a few:

 • Access to JobKeeper;
 • Early access to superannuation and
 • Instant Asset Write-Off stimulus

NSW will reopen businesses from its coronavirus shutdown on July 1 in a move that will see the state’s 
economy start its rebound two months ahead of the federal JobKeeper scheme ending. This move sees 
businesses from theatres to theme parks allowed to operate with only physical distancing rules in place. The 
government also anticipates that if the number of cases stays low and there is no community transmission, 
the physical distancing rule of one person per 4 square metres may also go in August.

Thank you as always for bringing your ‘yes before no’ attitude to work and fulfilling the ‘we are they’ Phil 
says value. Pitching in and helping above and beyond is appreciated by us all, at times like this we all know 
that we are stronger together.

May review 
As you can see whilst vehicle sales enquiry has been busy and much improved on April – there is a significant 
shortfall when we compare May 2020 to May 2019, also to our budgeted numbers.  Below the new vehicle 
graphs for Toyota (Lidcombe and Croydon), Hyundai and Kia demonstrate the shortfall (shortfall in red).
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When our new vehicle sales are down, we also miss out on vital income opportunities associated with 
Finance, Aftermarket, Accessories (impacts Parts) and Pre-delivery.  Our PD department would ordinarily 
process approximately 50 units per month for rental car companies – but with the lockdown and no 
international visitors this is 0 units per month.

Business sentiment is under pressure and we are seeing this translate into much lower numbers from our 
Corporate Fleet team.

Two areas of our Dealership which have excellent enquiry and are close to budget and either meeting or 
exceeding our results in 2019 are:

 1. Used Cars; and 
 2. Service.
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In these times, it is proving that Guests are seeking value propositions for their driving and Used Cars is the 
beneficiary.

One area for our Used Cars team that remains a huge opportunity is our Finance share.  Unfortunately, we 
dropped again in May with lower staffing coverage, but we are only achieving about 30% of the required 
results.

To all our Finance Specialists and Used Car staff – we know we can achieve a very strong result exceeding 
30% - and we need to turn this around and take advantage of the excellent vehicle volumes.
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With respect to Service, we recovered in our May results after the lockdown restrictions of April.  
Congratulations to all our Service team members, our gross profit strong even without Saturday trading as 
we manage our costs.

Our Service management team with workshop control is highly focused on productivity per Tech/Apprentice 
and we are just shy of budgeted 4 RO’s per productive per day.
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Veronica and our GEC team are reporting our strongest week of Service bookings this week that we have 
experienced post COVID 19, should be a huge June for our Service teams on 21 working days.

Exciting Upcoming Model Launches

On the eve of a new financial year, it is exciting to contemplate what new model launches will join our 
showroom in FY21.

Facelift Toyota HiLux and Fortuner
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All-New Toyota Yaris and Yaris Cross

All-New Toyota Kluger Hybrid
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All-New Hyundai Palisade 

All-New Kia Stonic and Kia Sorento
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Unsung Heroes
Well done to all our yard teams who ensure our vehicles, showrooms and facilities look perfect every day.  
Remember retail is detail! Say thank you to your yardie each day.

Please notice the little things, collect rubbish as you walk, water the pot plants (that is for your Eddy!), tidy 
away cups, ensure all yard vehicles are perfect. Managers walk your yard with your team and inspect your 
display – is it sale ready?

A shout-out to the IT Team – Viran and Drew

This team makes sure our phones, computers and network are live every day, plus help us implement 
new technologies to improve how we do business. Please thank our IT team when you see them. 
Three items to consider from IT:

1. Be aware – never open emails or click on links which appear to be suspicious. If in doubt  
 ring your IT support and ask for their input.  There is no doubt online scams and phishing  
 emails are on the rise and threaten our system and data.

2. STOP before you print – do we need to print and waste as much paper every day?  Each  
 printed piece of paper costs the Dealership 8cents and costs our environment dearly. So,  
 stop before you print – do you only need page 1, rather than all 10?  Think before you print.

3. Log out of ERA/ERALink when not in use.  Do you know that every licence for our ERA/ 
 ERALink has a cost?  Every time you stay in ERA as an idle session you are still using a  
 licence. Unless you are required to be in ERA/ERALink all day – e.g. GEC Operator, Parts  
 Back Counter etc – just log in, get what you need and log out!

2021 Forecasting and Budgets

Whilst we near financial year end 2020, our Parts team gears up for another stock- take, a vehicle 
stocktake and valuation for Used Cars and we turn our head to forecasting what lies ahead for 
2021 Budgets.

It would be impossible for us to define a 2021 budget without some anxiety.  What will this new 
financial year bring?
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We have some key times/events which we need to be considering for our forecasting they are –
1. NSW and Federal government maintaining firm control over the COVID outbreaks.
2. First 15 days of July 2020 – what will happen to vehicle enquiry post EOFY.  The Federal   
 Government has extended the instant asset write-off stimulus a further 6 months which is   
 positive news;
3. 30 September 2020 marks the official end of the JobKeeper program, what will that mean for the  
 state of unemployment and our economy, thereby the impact on large discretionary purchases like  
 buying a car?
 Equally we remain vigilant that the government may cease JobKeeper sooner for either our business 
 or other industries;
4. October-December 2020 – many people and businesses have deferred mortgages and interest but  
 in this period late 2020 it will be time to pay again.  Those with financial hardship may struggle and  
 thereby it could again be an unsettling period.
5. We are part of a global economy, there is no doubt uncertainty offshore may have a bearing on  
 recovery here too. This could be simply reduced vehicle supply from our offshore factories or
 macro-economic considerations.

We plan to budget for Service and Used Vehicles to be equal/slightly exceed FY20, with a slightly 
reduced new vehicle volume budget.  Based on industry experts it is anticipated the new car 
market may be down between 15-25%, we are confident that our brands will suffer less given 
they are ‘value’ oriented.  However, aftersales can/will be impacted, so the answer is we need to 
improve our penetration for Finance and Aftermarket, improve our Accessory sales to achieve a 
stronger result on slightly modified volume.

Reviewing the events/timelines as mentioned here will also help us plan staffing levels, as mentioned 
we have regularly confirmed that there may be a need (department based) to flex staff down in July 
if workflows decrease.  Areas which are buoyant will remain in full hours.  These decisions will not 
come lightly, as we know everyone is keen to be busy all the time.

I maintain this section below in our May 2020 Up To Speed, our planning remains focused on - 
As a management team we have two clear focus areas –
1. Defensive strategy – dealing with the current environment – here and now. What are our  
 present prospects and bookings, how can we in a cost-effective manner improve those  
 without too much marketing? We are focussed on database management and maximising  
 our online digital capacity.
2. Offensive strategy – preparing the business for the ‘new normal’. What is the new daily sales 
 rate for new and used, finance and aftermarket? How do we staff accordingly? What business
 practices have changes (more online, digital)? What needs to change? What will not exist in 
 the future?
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It is critical in a time like this for us to define a ‘new normal’ we cannot just wait for a recovery. This means 
all our roles are likely to take shape and every role, structure and remuneration needs to be assessed for 
whether it is viable and sustainable in the new normal.

Every process we partake in, we need to question why we do it, or can it be automated? We need you 
our staff to be adaptable, we all do to make sure we take on new tasks, streamline or retire old tasks, and 
become an adapted employee and workforce for the future. 

Are you ready to adapt with us?

Star Awards for May: 
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Edwina Gilbert
Director


